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SUPER PAC ANNOUNCES NEW 2-MINUTE ANTI-CLINTON 
VIDEO AND SPOT: 

“TAKE A STAND AGAINST THE MEDIA BOSSES AND THE 
QUEEN OF CORRUPTION” 

 

SAYS HILLARY AT THE CENTER OF THE “MOST CORRUPT AND SCANDAL-
RIDDEN ADMINISTRATION IN HISTORY.”   

“Without the media Clinton wouldn’t have a chance” says 120 
second “story-telling” spot which says: 

“NEVER BEFORE IN HISTORY HAS AMERICAN 
JOURNALISM COVERED UP FOR A SECRETARY OF 
STATE:  

TELLING FALSEHOODS IN A NATIONAL CRISIS, 

USING HER HIGH OFFICE TO ENRICH HERSELF, 

OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE AND DESTROYING 
EVIDENCE. 

Clinton as “chosen candidate" of the media bosses means GOP can use public fury 
at media to "nationalize the election against extremists liberals and the corrupt 
elites.” 



	  
WIKI LEAK REVELATIONS HAVE “MADE US PROPHETS IN OUR TIME” 
SAYS SPOKESMAN. “OUR SPOT TALKED ABOUT MEDIA COLLUSION 
WITH DEMOCRATS AND DEMOCRATS’ TIES TO EXTREMIST GROUPS 
AS WELL AS WAR ON CATHOLICS.”   

 

SPOT ALSO ACCUSES CLINTON OF PROMOTING 
FEDERAL WAR ON   POLICE OFFICERS, CATHOLICS 

AND SCRIPTURAL CHRISTIANS, US MILITARY, 
DISSENTERS AND SMALL BUSINESS 

  

AD SAYS CLINTON MUST ADDRESS   “EXTREMIST ISSUE” 
AND RENOUNCE “BILLIONAIRE AMERICA HATER” 

GEORGE SOROS, “RACIALLY DIVISIVE” AL 
SHARPTON” ANTI-POLICE BLACK LIVES MATTER, 

AND "ANTI -RELIGIOUS FANATICS” AT ACLU 

 

Voters urged: Make	  this	  a	  change	  election”	  

Make	  the	  media	  bosses	  and	  their	  corruption	  of	  American	  journalism	  the	  issue.	  
the	  ad	  demands	  Hilary	  Clinton	  address	  “the	  extremist	  issue.”	  	  

	  

SPOT CITES "PEOPLE'S FURY" AT THE MOST POWERFUL 
AND CORRUPT POLITICAL FORCE IN AMERICA--MEDIA 

BOSSES.  

"SUITS IN THE SUITES" CORRUPTING AMERICAN 
JOURNALISM BY NOT LETTING THEIR OWN REPORTERS 

TELL THE TRUTH (SPOT CITES THREE EXAMPLES) 

 

NO LONGER REPUBLICANS VS DEMOCRATS BUT MEDIA 
BOSSES VS. AMERICA. THEY ARE THE OPPOSITION PARTY.  



	  
 

“IDEOLOGUES AND POLITICAL HATERS WHO WANT TO 
INFLUENCE EVERY ASPECT OF AMERICAN LIFE” 

 

  “WHEN VOTERS REALIZE THEY CAN VOTE AGAINST THE 
MEDIA AND POLITICAL CORRECTNESS THE DEMOCRATS 

WILL LOSE ACROSS THE BOARD”  

 

“HILARY CLINTON CAN THANK CHUCK SCHUMER FOR THIS 
VIDEO” PAC SPOKESMAN SAYS.  “HIS PANIC WHEN WE RAN A TV 
SPOT IN UPSTATE NEW YORK CALLING HIM THE MEDIA’S ‘CHOSEN 
CANDIDATE’ TOLD US THE MESSAGE NEEDED TO GO NATIONAL.”   

 

WASHINGTON, DC – A new ant-Clinton video and  TV spot called “Take a 
Stand Against the Media Bosses and the Queen of Corruption” will give 
Americans a chance to “strike back at the liberal media bosses who are corrupting 
American journalism” by defeating “their chosen candidate,” according to the 
spokesman for a new Super PAC, America Is Worth It. 

 “This spot not only shows voters the Clinton corruption scandals -- from the 
emails to ‘pay to play’ at the State Department to the attempts to obstruct justice 
and destroy evidence – but the largest issue of all –the corruption of American 
journalism and the media bosses who are covering up for her, ” said spokesman 
George Landrith. 

     “Hilary Clinton is at the center of Obama administration scandals far worse than 
Grant’s Teapot Dome or Nixon’s Watergate” said Landrith. “Almost every major 
agency in the federal government has been touched by scandal. Even the FBI’s 
senior leadership is now facing the most serious questions in that agency’s 
history.”   

     In addition to tying Clinton to the media bosses and their cover-ups the ad 
claims she gets a free ride on “the extremist issue” and disassociating herself from 
radicals like  
 



	  
• Billionaire “America-hater” George Soros, 
• “Racially Divisive” Al Sharpton,  
• the Black Lives Matter movement  
• the “anti-religious fanatics” at the ACLU. 

 
• In addition, the spot claims Clinton have gotten a free ride facing questions 

about the Obama administration’s political wars on these groups:  
• (1) Police officers – The ad shows headlines about the administration first 

siding with those who assault police officers. 
 

• (2) Catholics and scriptural Christians – The ad shows a picture of the 
Little Sisters of the Poor as well as headlines about administration threats 
against other Catholic hospitals and charity groups. 
 

• (3) The U.S. military – The ad shows headline about political correctness in 
military and Rose Garden ceremony for deserter Bergdahl. 
 

• (4) Dissenters – The ad shows headlines about Democratic prosecutors 
trying to criminalize dissent and mentions Schumer’s proposed 
constitutional amendment that would shut down First Amendment rights and 
reinforce media bosses monopoly. 
 

• (5) Small Business – The ad cites anti-business practices of Obama 
administration and says liberals like Clinton want low growth policies in 
order to keep American dependent on government and politicians. 
 

WIKI LEAKS  

“The Wiki leaks have confirmed what we were talking about in our TV spot weeks 
ago: The corruption, the Democrat’s collusion with the media and extremist groups 
as well as the war on Catholics.” 

 

WHY THANKS TO CHUCK SCHUMER?  

“All we can say is thank you to Chuck Schumer for showing conservatives how to   
defeat Clinton”  Landrith said “His panic when we ran a TV spot in upstate New 
York calling him the media’s ‘chosen candidate’ told us the message needed to go 
national.”   



	  
 Schumer was well-financed but he panicked after this ad appeared and   bought 
advertising in exactly the same three media markets.  Newsday, which is the 
largest suburban newspaper in America, said in a story he was ‘dueling’ in upstate 
New York with our PAC.”  

  “In addition to tying our spot also brought up the face the Democrats get a free 
ride on ties to extremist groups  and  the political war  the government is waging 
on police officers, Catholics and scriptural Christians, military, dissenters and 
small businesses.”  

 “Democrats like Schumer know when and where they are vulnerable. They 
know what will happen if their opponents ever tie them to the issues in this spot 
like the Democratic ties to extremist groups or the war on police officers and 
Catholics and so forth. Not to mention associating them with Clinton and Obama 
and the most scandal ridden administration in history.” 
 
 
IT’S THE MEDIA BOSSES HIDE BEHIND THE ON-CAMERA “TALENT” 
AND THEIR REPORTERS.  
 
“Rather than blaming the talent—the reporters – this video explains how these 
media bosses are driving out the good reporters. And in their place they are hiring 
people like themselves with little or no journalistic experience.” 
 

THREE EXAMPLES OF SUPPRESSING REPORTERS.   

“The spot points out how The New York Times yanked and rewrote an IRS 
scandal story that made the administration look bad. How NBC thwarted veteran 
investigative reporter Lisa Meyers when she tried to tell the truth about 
Obamacare. And how CBS shut down Sharyl Attkisson for trying to reveal the 
scandal of Benghazi. It also cites an article by veteran reporter Richard Benedetto 
about how networks do puff coverage of Obama.  How Obama gets away with-- 
Wall St. Journal.” 

WHY USE A LONG FORMAT? 

 “We believe our ad imitates how people, especially millennials, get their news 
today, with a flood of headlines and twitter-length messages,” said Landrith, about 
the TV spots’ unusual length.  “At the same time we put a narrative around all this 
and we find viewers are very grateful for the context. They find it a lot to take in at 
first, but they also recognize the rush of truth and want to see it again.” 



	  
  

JANE FONDA CAMEO APPEARANCE 

 The TV spot shows San Francisco 49ers quarterback Colin Kapernick along 
with the heads of networks like ESPN and says they “media bosses glorify insult to 
anthem and flag.” Followed by a picture of actress and liberal activist Jane Fonda 
and the question “Will Jane Fonda join next?” 

 “The Jane Fonda photo is meant to spark questions from millennials. We want 
to remind them that this isn’t the first time pampered, confused celebrities insulted 
those who keep us free,” said Landrith. “Clinton, Obama and the Democrats have 
either defended or refused to speak out against insults to the flag and anthem.” 

  

GROUP INFORMATION 

 “We are a group of conservative activists—young, middle-aged and seniors,” 
said Landrith. “Several of us have lived and worked in New York, one of us grew 
up there, another one works there still, and all of us love New Yorkers and want to 
help them get a new U.S. Senator.” 

 As an independent expenditure, we have had no contact with any campaign and 
will not do so. But Schumer’s opponent, Wendy Long, seems to be presentable and 
able,” Landrith said. 

  

For more information, or to view the ad, please visit –
http://www.AmericaIsWorthIt.com. 
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